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Abstract. We generalize the uniform tag sequences of Cobham, which arise as images of fixed 
points of k-uniform homomorphisms, to the case where the homomorphism (pis not necessarily 
uniform, but rather satisfies the analogue of an al r&c equation. We show that these sequences 
coincide with 
(a) the class of sequences accepted by a finite automaton with “‘generalized digits” as input, and 
(b) generalizations of the “locally catenative formula” of Rozenberg and Lindenmayer. 
Examples include the infinite Fibonacci word, which is generated as the fixed point of the 
homomorph: ,.n o(o) = ~6, q(b) = a, and sequences et Rauzy an3 De Bruijn. 
1. Introdnctlon 
Let A be a finite set. The infinite sequence {u~},,~~ with values in A is said to be 
k-orrfomatic f, roughly speaking, a, is a function of the base-k “digits” of n, and 
that function can be described by a finite-state machine. 
This class of sequences was first described by Cobham, who called them “uniform 
tag sequences” [S]. He also described these sequences in several equivalent ways, 
including as images of fixed points of uniform homomorphisms, i.e., maps 9 which 
take every letter to a string of k letters. These sequences were also discussed by 
Eilenberg, where they are called “k-recognizable” [7]. 
Christol, Kamae, Mend&s France, and Rauzy also examined these sequences, and 
gave a surprising characterization i the case k =p”, a prime power. They showed 
that {a,),,~0 is k-automatic iff the formal power series &, 7(&X” is algebraic 
over GF(k)[X]. Here 7 is any injection from A to GF(IG). See [4]. 
More recently, automatic sequences appeared as the class C( Z) in a paper of 
Pansiot. He generalized these sequences in several different ways, depending on the 
particular type of morphism involved [lo]. 
Automatic sequences can be considered as special cases of “CDOL” systems, i.e., 
codings (letter-to-letter homomorphisms) of deterministic L-s 
Some examples cf automatic sequences include the Thue 
Rudin-Shapiro sequence, paper-folding sequences with ultimately periodic unfold- 
ing instructions, the sequence of Baum and Sweet, and certain continued fraction 
expansions. .For details, see the recent survey of Allouchc [I]. 
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While many “naturally-occurring” sequences are automatic, there exist sequences 
which fit into the iterated homomorphism framework, bbt which are not automatic. 
Let us consider 3 classic example. 
e fniinitc Fibonacei word 
w = ( w,,),,~ = abaababaab . . . 
is a fixed point of the homomorphism fp, where q(a) = ab and p(b) = a. (This 
sequence has recently received attention because of its relationship with “quasicrv+ 
tals”. For example, see 121.) 
Alternatively, w may be given as the limit of the sequence X(n), where X( 1) = a, 
X(2) = arb, and X(n) = x(00 - l)X(n -2) for n 33. This type of formula was called 
“locally catenative” by Rozenberg and Lindenmayer 1121. 
StilI another description of w is as follows: let US write n =Gi3* Ei(n)Fi, where 
F0 = 0, FI E 1, and J;1, = F,_, + Fne2 for n a 2, the Fibonacci sequence, and oi E (0, 1). 
Then every n a 0 can be written uniquely in this fashion, subject only to the condition 
&i(ti)&i+a(n)=O for is2. We have W,=U iff El(n)=& 
This description can be related to automata s follows: consider feeding a string 
x E (0+ 1)’ into the automaton in Fig. 1. Let S be the transition function of this 
automaton, and define ~(4~) =~(4~) =r(q3) = a; r(q,) = T( q4) = b. Then 
&?o, 4 E (!?o* !?I 5 azr 639 % a. 
If d(qo, x) = 4 then x represents an invalid Fibonacci representation (i.e., x has 
two adjacent l’s). otherwise, if 
x = +(n)E3( n) . . . ei( n), 
i.e., a string giving the Fibonacci representation, of n, then 7(6(qo, x)) = w,. 
This example suggests a strong connection between the following four ideas: 
(i) generalized systems of numeration (e.g., expansion in base S Fibonaeci 
representation), 
(ii) generalizations of locally catenative formula, 
(iii) automata with “generalized igits” as input, 
(iv) fixed points of certain homomorphisms (or: CDOL-systems). 
Fig. 1. 
n this paper, we prove a theorem which ma es the relationship 
four ideas precise. ost of the results on automatic se 
cases; one new res also appears. 
In Section 3 we describe a system of numeration base ar recurrences, 
which generalizes a related system of Fraen 
Next, we show that the set of valid repres s in this system is a 
In Section 4, we prove a theorem which shows how (i), (ii), (iii), a 
related. In particular, our theorem shows how automatic sequences arise naturally 
as generalizations of (uniform) locally catenative formula, and it useful 
generalization of a theorem of Rozenbe d Lindenmayer. 
In Section 5, ve some examples he utility of this theorem. &r: natural 
example is the i word of Rauzy [II]. 
Finally, this theorem also partially answers a question of A. etrand: when an 
the “characteristic word” of a sequence be written as the image of a fixed point of 
a homomorphism? 
2. Not&loon 
Let us fix some notation which will be used throul,Irout the paper. The lower ease 
Greek letter 9 will denote a homomorphism. The lor/er-case Greek letters p, T, h, p, K 
will denote length-preserving homomorphisms, or coding. Upper-case Greek letters 
Z, A, r will represent finite alphabets. Upper-case Latin letters X(i) and Y(i) will 
denote finite strings of symbols. 
We will frequently need to compose subscripted homomorphisms. We make the 
convention that 
Pi&...i,fa) = &(Pig(* l l (Pi.(a) l l .))I* 
If{Xi}lSiSk is a sequence of strings, then, as usual, we use Cab irk Xi to denote 
their union and n l~irk Xi to denote the concatenation xl x2 . . . xk. 
If x=a,a2... a,, is a finite string, then by xR we mean the string a,a,_, . . . al, 
its reuersal. If L is a language, then by LR we mean the set {x”]x E Lj. 
3. Generalized systems of numeration 
In this section we describe a system of numeration which includes base-k 
expansions and Fibonacci representations a spec%c ases, and also generalizes the 
systems of Fraenkel. 
Let &LO be a linear recurrence over Z such that 
0 i uO=l; 
(ii) {u,L0 is strictly increasing; 
(iii) there exist K 3 1, M 2 1 and cients Wb,=l, b2,..., b,s such 
that U, =Cl~irK Un_bi for all ?l 
(b) otherwise, we 6 
L&x=&& uj-h,* Then the (Y; 
determined bf-representAon 
This algorithm eventually writes e 
finitely many of e cj( W) equal to 0. 
We call the strin 
the defadi (at; b)-represen 
representation is lis 
the empty string. 
It is useful to ai 
the strings C(N)V, 
the default representation only in aUo 
is system of numeration 
ntations: we also consider each of 
These differ fronr 
graphic compa&on o 
he same s the tot 
eneralizes many numeration systems in the 
presentation is (1; 1 k)-representation. Rbonacci 
entation. Fraenkel [S] has discussed a iarge set of 
systems where the digits themselves are not bounded, 
ation. In the case where the digits = bounded, our 
oreover, if t’ae tJi are increasing, and 
mong the bi is decreasing, then our 
representation coincides with the greedy algorithm. 
’ Actually, any rn~~~~d could be used in this case; the greedy algorithm is used for convenience. 
hat we can define 
this definition 0 
of tk paper, and 
. 
(84; b)-repsentations V is 
naO sati&ng the mnditims (i)-(iii), 
For Sth@S L) = 0102 - . . V= and s = S,S~ S . . s+, with n 2 j, &fine 
s=w&... w*, 
where Wi = Ui for I s is n -j, and Wi = Si_m+j  4 fgr n -j + 1 s i s n. Extend this to 
languages V by 
v~s={v6s~vE V). 
Let B=max I<isK bi. NOW we define a set of strings g(i) for 1 s is ach of these 
is of length B, and the jth element of g(i), g(i)j, 5s defined to the number 
with b, = j. 
Let V be defined as abo Define V, = {v E V! f ul = n}, i.e., the set of all valid 
(24; @-representations of le h n. Then it is easy to sez that 
Now introduce, if necessary, new variables Vk’) ~~~~~ F 
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s E C ! This allows us to write (2) as a system of equations of the form 
and some strings ~8~). 
From this system we can easily see that V is regular, 
for all n 2 we can take the union over all n 2 
equations of the form 
(3) 
Since equation (3) is valid 
This gives us a system of 
for the appropriate d (ik) Now by [7, Proposition 6.31 this system has a unique . 
solution which is a regular set. Hence, in particular, znzM Vn is a regular set, and 
so V=CnaO Vn is also regular. 0 
In the case where the bi form an increasing sequence, the structure of this language 
is particularly simple; namely, it is of the form a + bc* for some finite sets of strings 
a, b, c. For from equation (2) we see that 
vn = 1 Vn_&f(i)R for all n a M, 
IG-iSK 
where If{ i)l = bi and f( i)j equals the number of 
Now define 
r(m)= i f(i)” forl<mGK 
i=m 
Then 
(4) 
s c i with b, = j. 
(5) 
Now we consider certain subsequences a sociated with the (u; b) -representations. 
Let s E C*. Consider the set 
Ws={xEZ”(sxE V}. 
Since V is regular, there are only a finite number of distinct sets W,. It is easy to 
see that W, is either empty or infinite. 
There is a natural total ordering on the elements of each W,; namely, lexicographic 
order (from most significant o least significant digit). Thus we have the following 
lemma. 
For each s with Ws nonempty, we can enumerate the infinite strktly 
increasing jequence of integers i&J, i,(s), i2(s), . . . such that the first 1 sl digits of 
G@(s)) are precisely equal to s. 
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We now define what it means for a sequence to be an 
its (u; b)-representati 
“automatic function” of 
se the traditional model of a deterministic finite automaton with output. 
(See, for example, [9].) Namely, an automaton is a 6-tuple (Q, E, A, 8, U, go), 
where Q is a finite set of states, C is e input alphabet, A is the output alphabet, 
S : Q x C + Q is the transition functi qOe Q is a distinguished state called the 
start state, and K : Q + is the output mapping. 
Definition. Let { 24m},ao be a sequence satisfying the properties (i)-(iii) above. Then 
the sequence {a,},aO with values in A is (u; b)-automatic if there exists a finite 
automaton (Q, 2, A, 6, K, q,-,) such that if x denotes any (u; b)-representation of a 
nonnegative integer n, then a, = K( 6(q0, x)). If x is not a valid representation, then 
the result is not defined. 
We insist that this definition be consistent even if the representation for x has 
trailing zeros. This amounts to enforcing the condition 
K@(q)) = K(S(q, 0)) for all qE Q. 
Definition. Let {a,},so be a sequence. For each SE Z*, we can use Lemma 3.3 to 
write down the infinite sequence iO(s), iI(s) . . The subsequence of {a,},*,, defined 
by n + ai,, is called the subsequence of{4n}na0 with least significant digits equal to s. 
Definition. Let pl, p2, . . . , pK, 7 be codings. Let X(i) be a sequence of strings in 
r* such that 7(X(i)) is a prefix of T( X( i + 1)) for all i 3 M. If there exist K constants, 
l+=l, &,..., & such that 
X(n) = II pi(X(n -4)) 
for all n 2 M, then we say that the limit sequence T( X( i)) is give by a generalized 
kwd’y catenative formula, or GLCF. The K constants d, , d2, . . . , dK are called the 
indices of the GLCF. We represent the GLCF by the S-tuple 
(r,(X(O),X(l),...,X(M-l)),(d,,d,,...,d,),(~,,=.=,~K),r). 
Comment. Our definition is like that of Rozenberg and Lindenmayer [12] for their 
locally catenative formulas, except hat we also allow codings by the pi* 
finition. Let 9 : C --P C * be a homomorphism. We say that p is algebraic (of degree 
at a symbol a E C if there exist codings Al, AZ, . . . , hK which commute with 4p 
on a, and integers e,=l, lse,sn for 2sis such that 
p”(a) = n hi(q”-ei(a)). 
1<isK 
The integers el = 1, e2, . l . , eK are called the exponents of (9. 
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Now suppose we have such a homomorphism (p, a coding p, and a letter a E 2. 
We can make a CDOL-system G = (2, q, a, p). The language generated by G is 
L={p(cp”(a))ln~0)- 
If p@,(x)) = p(x), then all strings in L are prefixes of a unique infinite word which 
is called the w-word generated by G. 
.l. lhe following four conditions are equitlalent: 
nzo is (u; b)-automatic; 
there are only a finite number of distinct subsequences of (a,Jnao with the IsI 
least significant digits of the (u; b)-representation f n equal to s, for s E _Z*; 
(c) f_%lnaO is generated by a GLCF 
(~J(X(O),...,X(M-~)),(~O,...,~K),(~~~...,C~K),T) 
with ]X(i)l=uifor O<i<M-1; 
(4 IanLo can be generated as the o-word of a CDOL-system (Z, Q, a, p) for some 
algebraic homomorphism Q of degree M with exponents ( bl , b2, . . . , bK ), some coding 
p, and a symbol a, such that Is’(a)] = ui for 0~ is M - 1. 
f. We will prove (a)+(c)+d)*(c)+b)3(a). 
(a)*(c): Let A= (0, 2, A, S, K, qo) be the (u; b)-automaton which accepts 
Mn>O- We will construct a GLCF X(i)+o, where each X(i) consists (essentially) 
of a string of states. 
The idea is to implement he formula (2). Define 
r=(QxP)u({qo}x(r:+&)“-‘). 
The meaning of a pair [e, y1 y2 . . . yi] E r is that the automaton, having read some 
input, is currently in the state 6( s, y1 y2 . . . yi), and the last i symbols read were 
YlY2 9 l l Yi- 
Define 
X(n) = II h0, c0WW) . . . G&)1 
OSj=su,,-I 
for OsnsM-1, and 
X(n) = II W0, c0tMj) . . . cn-djh c,-dj) . . . c,-dj)l 
OSJ=SU,,-l 
for n 2 M. Then it is easy to see that if 7([ q, y]) = K( 8( q, y)), then 7(X(n)) = 
aoa, . . . a,,,_, . 
NOW define maps pi for 16 is K, as follows: 
PitIS, YlY2 l l l Yrl) = lIa(q9 zlz2 l l l G)9 &+I l l l &I, 
where zIz2...zS= (y06i)@g(i)R and s = ri- bi. It is easy to prove by induction that 
X(n)= fl pi(X(n-bi)) forna 
l<isK 
Finally, we set T([q, y]) = K (S( q, y)). 
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As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the construction becomes much more evident in 
the case where the 6i form an increasing sequence. In t is case, we can define the 
strings X(n) E Q* as follows: 
Then from equation (4) above, we see that 
X(n) = II PifXfn - bi))9 
ISiSK 
where fii(e) = a(%, f(i)“). Finally, we set T(S) = K(S). 
(c)+(d): Suppose {&aO is generated by a GLCF 
with IX(i)1 = Ui for 0 s s M - 1. We will modify the construction of Rozenberg i 
and Lindenmayer [12] to get a CDOL-system which generates the same o-word. 
First consider the monoid generated by all the pi under composition. It is certainly 
finite since the set of all functions from C to C has finite cardinality. Thus we can 
list its members as no, o, , . . . , ai. Let CJ=~ be the identity map. 
We introduce some new variables xi,;) for 0 s i G M, OG~ s tci - 1, and 0~ k s E 
Here the upper superscript (k) is an integer between 0 and r that is meant to 
correspond to a particular u=&. This suggests acertain very useful abuse of notation: 
we allow the upper superscript o be a string of digits hohl . . . h, chosen from 
10 I 9 , . . . , K)*. We say xc’ = xi,j+QQ if 0k = &_,h,& . This has the effect of allowing 
each of the variables many aliases (possibly infinitely many). Furthermore, itsuggests 
extending the maps pi to act on the variables xi,;’ by defining ~i(~~$‘) = x$$‘= 
Now let Y$‘) be an abbreviation for the string x$)x$’ . . . x$,t\_, . Define a( Y!,“‘) = 
Yit\ forOsi<M-1 andOsk<r. 
Finally, define 
where h is a string and hi is the concatenation of h with i. Since we are using the 
“aliased” variable representation, we need to check that this definitiun is actually 
consistent. This follows from the associativity of composition. 
NOW we need to see that 9 commutes with each of the pi on the variables #. 
This is clearly true for the variables in Yi”‘, 0 s i s - 1, for we have 
Q(pj( Yih’)) = Q( Yph’) = Yshi = pj( Yif\) = pj(Q( Yih’)). 
On the other hand, it is also true for Yg’, for 
Q(/be( Yg')) = Q( YE') = n Yg!ci 
lGi=SK 
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With this definition, we see that 
PM(X)= n ~“-c’(X(i’)= n jLi(pMwci(X)) 
1Sis-K I=ziSK 
where x = $I. Since p commutes with pi, we can apply 4p’-M to 0th sides to find 
(p’(i) = n pi(4+-“(X)) for allj 2 
IsiSK 
Finally, put p(x$‘) = r(ph(X(i)j)) for 0~ is OSjSUi-1. 
(d)*(c): Define X(j) = qj( a), and T = p. Then, since Q is algebraic, we have 
X(j) = fl Ai(X(j- bj)) for all ja MS 
(c)+(b): Let 
be a GLCF which generates the sequence {u~}~~~. We wish to show that there are 
only a finite number of distinct subsequences of the form cz6(+, air(s), Qiz(s), . . . . 
Define 
Yqk)= n 
O~ij(S)<lX(lSl+k)l 
Jml + q--s, l 
Now it is easy to see that equation (2) implies that 
Y”)(Pz)= n pi( Y’“‘(n adi)) for all n 2 M. 
Isi<K 
Notice that for any particular S 1 Y’“‘( k)l is bounded since by Lemma 3.3 there are 
only a finite number of distinct subsequences G(s). Thus there are a finite number 
of choices for the Y’“‘(k), 0 s k c M. This implies there are only finite number of 
distinct sequences { Y’“‘( k)}kzO since, for all n 2 M, the values of Y’“)(n) are 
determined completely by the starting values Ycs’( k), 0 s k c M 
(b)+(a): We show how to assemble the distinct subsequences into a (u; b)- 
automaton. 
As above, let V be the set of valid (u; b)-representations. Define an equivalence 
relation R,, by 
x Rvy iff XZE V@yzc V for all z. 
Since V is regular, the Myhill-Nerode theorem implies that Rv is of finite index. 
Also notice that Rv is right invariant. 
Define another equivalence relation Rs on strings by x & y iff either W, and WY 
are both empty, or ai,J,) = us4,,) for all j 3 0. Now Rs is also of finite index since by 
assumption there 9re only a finite number of distinct subsequences. 
uivalence relation R as the intersection of Rs and Rv; i.e., x R y 
y. Then R is right invariant and of finite index. Thus as in the 
ll-Nerode theorem, we can assemble the distinct equivalence 
classes into an automaton. Let x be a string and [x] the equivalence class of R 
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containing x. Define an automaton ), where Q={blf~~ 
and S([x], a) = [xa]. Fi ally, put go = [r] and ic ([xl) = io( x). It is easy to see that 
this (u; @-automaton A generates the sequence (an}n20. 0 
Notice that if ( U; b) = (1; I&), then we recover the case of the ordinary k-automatic 
sequences. Condition (c) of the theorem then gives a “locally catenat 
zation of automata, which, though admittedly trivial, appears no 
noticed before. Condition (d) shows that automata correspond ex 
of an algebraic homomorphism of degree I, which we might reasonably call a linear 
homomorphism. We also can prove the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Given any linear recurrence {u”},,~~ satisfying the given conditions, we 
can explicitly construct a homomorphism Q and a coding p such that 
w = F+i PWYXO)) 
where w is the characteristic word of the sequence (u,,),,~~. (T7ae characteristic word 
is de$ned to be the injnite word w such that Wj = 1 if there exists an n with j = u,, and 
wj = 0 otherwise.) 
Proof. Since the set V of valid representations i  regular, we can construct a finite 
automaton Al which accepts precisely K We can also construct an automaton A2 
which accepts precisely O*lO*. Now the ordinary direct product construction gives 
an automaton A which on input x terminates in an accepting state if x is a 
representation of u, for some n, and in a rejecting state otherwise. Finally, let K 
map accepting states to 1, and rejecting states to 0. This gives a (u; &automaton 
for the characteristic word w. The result easily follows by the equivalence given in 
Theorem 4.1. R 
It is also easy to prove the following two theorems, which we state without proof. 
Theorem 4.3. Let {x~}“>~ with values in Al and (y,JnSo with values in A2 be two 
(u; b)-automatic sequences, and let f map A, x A2 into A. l%e composition of x and 
y under f is the sequence {z,,},,~~ defined by z,, =f(xn, y,,) [SJ. 
men (u; b)-automatic sequences are closed under composition and finite 
modification. 
Theorem 4.4. Let {anLo be ultimately periodic. l?ien (an)n~O is (u; b)-automatic for 
all sequences i 1 U n na0 satisfying the three conditions. 
5. Some examples 
Example 1 
Let (u; b) = (12; 12). Thus u. = 1, ul = 2, and u, = un_, + u,,_~ for n 22. Then 
% = Fn+2, and (u; b) -representation is just the Fibonacci representation. Consider 
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the automaton in Fig. 2. The infinite sequence generated by this automaton is the 
characteristic sequence of the Fibonacci sequence; namely, 
{ 1 a n “,*=01110100100001 
We can use the theorem to find a locally catenative formula for this sequence. 
The formula is simplified if we identify the states q1 and q2 and the states q3 and 
q4. Let s represent the set {qo}, a represent the set {ql, q2}, and t, represent the set 
{qa, q4). Then we find X0= S, X1 = su, and X,,, = X,h(X,_,)where h is a coding 
b) = abb. Finally, the characteristic sequence {a,,}“*,-, is given by the 
coding r( sab) = 010. 
We can also find a homomorphism and a coding to generate this sequence. The 
horrnomorphism given by the theorem can be simplified to yield the following: 
P(Q) = CO~O, de01 = ~1, dcd = WI s de,! = ~2, dc2) = wl, and p(coeow,c2) = 
01100. This example is similar to one given in Cobham [5). 
Example 2 
Let (u; b) be defined as in the previous example. Consider the automaton in Fig. 
3. The infinite sequence generated by i;his automaton is 
{ I a, n2o = abbbabaabaaab.. . . 
A locally catenative version is given by 
X(0) = a; X( 1) = ab; X(n + 1) = X(n)dX(n)), 
where y(a) = b and p(b) = a. 
+cq*, = 0 
T$) = 1 
t(n,) = 1 
r(s,) = 0 
Cs,) = 0 
Fig. 2. 
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t(qo) = a 
t(ql) = b 
t(s,) = b 
t(s,) = a 
0 
Fig. 3. 
The sequence can be generated as the image under p of a fixed point of 9, where 
(P(x,)=x,YG P(Y,)=Yz; &2)=x1; CP(Y~)=Y~XZ, and P(x,)=P(~cz)=~ p(yJ= 
p(y2) = b. Notice that 
where A(x,) = y2; A (yJ = x2; A (x2) = yl; h (y2) = x1 and 9 commutes with A. 
This sequence might be regarded as the Fibonacci analogue of the Thue-Morse 
sequence, for if we write the (u; &representation of N as N = cOcl . . . ch( ,+,), then 
Q~=Qiffz l~i~h(j$J)ci(N)GO bod2). 
Example 3 
Recently De Bruijn [3] discussed the sequence generated by p”(O), where q(O) = 
10, p(l) = 100. Let {Qn},2o be the o-word so generated. We have 
1 1 Q, “so = 100101010010.. . . 
This homomorphism satisfies the equation ~~(0) = p(O)O+(O) and is there%re alge- 
braic of degree 2. Hence, by our theorem, it is generated by a (12; 12 l)-automaton. 
Such an automaton appears below in Fig. 4. 
De Bruijn suggested some generalizations of this homomorphism. Let k be an 
integer 22. If we define ~(0) = 10k-’ and v(l) = lo”, then 4p is algebraic of degree 
2 and satisfies the equation 
Example % 
Let k be an integer 22. PJow let us consider an example where 
A 
(u;b)=(l,k;l,..., 1,2). 
= 1 
ql) = 1 
= 0 
Gq = 1 
n,) = 0 
Fig. 4. 
Thus uo= 1, u1= and Ui = kai_g + ui-2 for i 3 2. W now write C(N) = 
=cifO~~~6k-2,andu,,=dif~0=~-1.Thissequeuce 
it is related to the so-called “characteristic” g,,,( cu), where 
and g&) is defined as follows: 
if [(m+l)aJ - [maj =0, 
otherwise. 
See also [13]. 
e formula for a,, is given by X(0) = c; X(1) = ck-‘d; and 
2) for i 2 2. Finally, a, is also generated as a fixed point of 
where Q(c)=c&-'d; I= ck-‘dc. 
Example 5 
Let k be an intege 22. Cons;der the case 
(u;b)=(l,2 ,..., 2k-‘;l,2 ,..., k). 
Ui_l-f- l l 0-k Ui_&. Then it is not hard t0 See 
n==&=_,ei(n)ui where 
A genemlization f automatic sequences 
t x0,x1, . . . . xkWL be distinct symbols and let S = (~0, x1,. . . , q_,}. 
sequence {LJ,,},~,, asfollows: a, = + for 0 s j s k - 1 if and only if 
e*(n) = 1, e*(n) = 1 ,. . . , g_,(n)= 1 and cj(n)=O. 
be defined as follows: 
Qbk-2) = x0X&-1, Q(Xk-4) =&I* 
Then 
Qk(Xo) = n Qk-+o). 
lsjsk 
Now define X(j) = &x0) for j = 0, 
X(n)=X(n-l)X(n-2). 
Then X(n) = o,“(xo) for all n 2 0. 
192 ,...,k-1. Define 
..X(n-k) fornak 
For k = 2 this example gives us the well-known Fibonacci 
the infinite word of Rauzy [ll]. 
Example 6 
Again, let k be an integer 32. Let 
(u;b)=(1,2 ,..., k;l,k). 
word, and for k = 3, 
Hence, ui =i+l for Osisk-1, and Uj=Uj-l+Ui,k for i3k Every integer n>O 
can be written uniquely in the form n = ~izo &i(n)ui where &i(n) E (0, l}, subject o 
the condition that at most one of 
G(n), &i+I(n), l l l 9 &i+k-l(n) 
is equal to 1. Then define a, =xi if E&z)=1 for some i with Osisk-1. 
This sequence can be generated by a homomorphism as follows. Let 9 : S + S* 
be defined as follows: 
Q(~o)=xox1, &I) =x2, 4p(x2)=x3, l l l 
dxk-2) = xk-l t Q(xk-&=x09 
16 J. Shullit 
II problems 
There are many open problems raised by the definition of an a 
morphism. In particuiar, is it decidable whether or not a given 
is algebraic? Is the degree of Q bounded by a function of the size of the alphabet 2 3 
The author acknowledges with thanks conversations with Howard Karloff and 
Vivian Sewelson. 
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